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SuperMotivation
"This book presents a collection of research
associated with the emerging e-business technologies
and applications, attempting to stimulate the
advancement of various e-business frameworks and
applications, and to provide future research
directions"--Provided by publisher.

Building Lean Supply Chains with the
Theory of Constraints
Building Routes to Customers explains the powerful
“Routes-to-Market” approach for driving profitable
growth. World-class organizations including IBM,
Microsoft, HP, Cisco, Hitachi, Adobe and Plantronics,
and hundreds of smaller companies, have adopted
RTM to develop and execute highly successful go-tomarket strategies and tactics. With a step-by-step
approach and dozens of examples, the authors show
how you can use RTM to: (1) Determine the optimal
level of spending for each function in marketing, sales
and customer service, for each market segment,
product and service. (2) Optimize your marketing mix
and sales and distribution channels to maximize
revenue and profitability throughout the product life
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cycle. (3) Get everyone in product management,
marketing, sales, customer service, and your
distribution partners aligned and working together to
maximize results. (4) Get the right products and
services to the right customers at the right time. (5)
Retain existing customers and create profitable new
ones.

Building Supply Chain Excellence in
Emerging Economies
Creating and delivering superior customer value is
essential for organizations operating in today's
competitive environment. This applies to virtually any
kind of organization. It requires a profound
understanding of the value creation opportunities in
the marketplace, choosing what unique value to
create for which customers, and to deliver that value
in an effective and efficient way. Strategic marketing
management helps to execute this process
successfully and to achieving sustainable competitive
advantage in the market place. Creating Customer
Value Through Strategic Marketing Planning discusses
an approach that is both hands-on and embedded in
marketing and strategy theory. This book is different
from most other marketing strategy books because it
combines brief discussions of the underlying theory
with the presentation of a selection of useful strategic
marketing tools. The structure of the book guides the
reader through the process of writing a strategic
marketing plan. Suggestions for using the tools help
to apply them successfully. This book helps students
of marketing strategy to understand strategic
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marketing planning at work and how to use specific
tools. Furthermore, it provides managers with a
practical framework and guidelines for making the
necessary choices to create and sustain competitive
advantage for their organizations.

Total Quality in the Construction Supply
Chain
Fully revised and expanded, the Second Edition
contains valuable tips, techniques, illustrative realworld examples, exhibits, and best practices. This
handy and concise paperback will help you stay up to
date on the newest thinking, strategies,
developments, and technologies in supply chain
management. "Michael Hugos presents the core
concepts and techniques of supply chain
management in a clear, concise, and easily readable
style for those desiring an introduction to the subject
or for those wanting to refine their understanding and
application of supply chain issues. The case studies
and executive insights are very useful in illustrating
how to effectively employ supply chains to enable
companies to accomplish their business goals." -Perry
J. Gaid, Vice President of Purchasing, OneSource
Facility Services, Inc. "My company is involved in both
manufacturing and distribution. Mr. Hugos's book
provides a valuable framework of concepts and
techniques that people at all levels of the company
can use to organize and improve our supply chain
management capabilities and tie them to our
business strategy." -Grant Watkinson, Ph.D.,
President, Coastwide Laboratories, Inc. Praise for the
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First Edition "An excellent introduction into supply
chain management . . . a book you should own and
loan out to others frequently." -Supply Management
"In clear and concise prose, this lean book outlines
the most crucial tenets and concepts of supply chain
management." -Supply Chain Management Review
The Wiley Essentials Series-because the business
world is always changingand so should you.

Essentials of Supply Chain Management
In the 21st Century business environment, where
extended organizations rely on suppliers, outsourced
partners and alliances, the supply chain IS the
business. Now, in the follow-up to his hugely
successful Strategic Supply Chain Alignment, called
Dynamic Supply Chain Alignment, John Gattorna
explores how to create and sustain multiple supply
chains with a level of flexibility and responsiveness
that allow you to respond to opportunities and
threats; how to align your suppliers, your partners
AND your customers.

Problem-Solving & Decision-Making
Toolbox
The Intimate Supply Chain
Addresses the field of enterprise systems, covering
progressive technologies, leading theories, and
advanced applications.
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Advanced Supply Chain Management
Innovative strategies for building and managing the
supply chain using Lean and the Theory of Constraints
(TOC) With an emphasis on systems thinking, Building
Lean Supply Chains with the Theory of Constraints
uniquely integrates TOC with Lean, illustrating how
these two philosophies complement and reinforce
each other to create the smooth flow of goods and
services through the supply chain. The majority of the
chapters draw on the tools and techniques of TOC,
including throughput accounting, drum-buffer-rope,
TOC in distribution and replenishment, the thinking
process, and critical chain project management. All of
these topics are presented in the context of building
and managing a lean supply chain to achieve true
bottom line results. Coverage includes: The lean
supply chain roadmap Envisioning the lean supply
chain: systems thinking Adopting a throughput world
perspective Designing products and processes to
fulfill customer needs Building a competitive
operations strategy Partnering in the lean supply
chain Streamlining the value stream Creating flow
through the supply chain Managing projects the TOC
way: critical chain project management

Delivering Customer Value through
Procurement and Strategic Sourcing
This book describes how to gather and define
software requirements using a process based on use
cases. It shows systems analysts and designers how
use cases can provide solutions to the most
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challenging requirements issues, resulting in
effective, quality systems that meet the needs of
users. Use Cases, Second Edition: Requirements in
Context describes a three-step method for
establishing requirements—an iterative process that
produces increasingly refined requirements. Drawing
on their extensive, real-world experience, the authors
offer a wealth of advice on use-case driven lifecycles,
planning for change, and keeping on track. In
addition, they include numerous detailed examples to
illustrate practical applications. This second edition
incorporates the many advancements in use case
methodology that have occurred over the past few
years. Specifically, this new edition features major
changes to the methodology's iterations, and the
section on management reflects the faster-paced,
more "chaordic" software lifecycles prominent today.
In addition, the authors have included a new chapter
on use case traceability issues and have revised the
appendixes to show more clearly how use cases
evolve. The book opens with a brief introduction to
use cases and the Unified Modeling Language (UML).
It explains how use cases reduce the incidence of
duplicate and inconsistent requirements, and how
they facilitate the documentation process and
communication among stakeholders. The book shows
you how to: Describe the context of relationships and
interactions between actors and applications using
use case diagrams and scenarios Specify functional
and nonfunctional requirements Create the candidate
use case list Break out detailed use cases and add
detail to use case diagrams Add triggers,
preconditions, basic course of events, and exceptions
to use cases Manage the iterative/incremental use
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case driven project lifecycle Trace back to use cases,
nonfunctionals, and business rules Avoid classic
mistakes and pitfalls The book also highlights
numerous currently available tools, including use case
name filters, the context matrix, user interface
requirements, and the authors' own "hierarchy killer."

Creating the Customer-Driven Library
Now beyond its eleventh printing and translated into
twelve languages, Michael Porter’s The Competitive
Advantage of Nations has changed completely our
conception of how prosperity is created and sustained
in the modern global economy. Porter’s
groundbreaking study of international
competitiveness has shaped national policy in
countries around the world. It has also transformed
thinking and action in states, cities, companies, and
even entire regions such as Central America. Based
on research in ten leading trading nations, The
Competitive Advantage of Nations offers the first
theory of competitiveness based on the causes of the
productivity with which companies compete. Porter
shows how traditional comparative advantages such
as natural resources and pools of labor have been
superseded as sources of prosperity, and how broad
macroeconomic accounts of competitiveness are
insufficient. The book introduces Porter’s “diamond,”
a whole new way to understand the competitive
position of a nation (or other locations) in global
competition that is now an integral part of
international business thinking. Porter's concept of
“clusters,” or groups of interconnected firms,
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suppliers, related industries, and institutions that
arise in particular locations, has become a new way
for companies and governments to think about
economies, assess the competitive advantage of
locations, and set public policy. Even before
publication of the book, Porter’s theory had guided
national reassessments in New Zealand and
elsewhere. His ideas and personal involvement have
shaped strategy in countries as diverse as the
Netherlands, Portugal, Taiwan, Costa Rica, and India,
and regions such as Massachusetts, California, and
the Basque country. Hundreds of cluster initiatives
have flourished throughout the world. In an era of
intensifying global competition, this pathbreaking
book on the new wealth of nations has become the
standard by which all future work must be measured.

Building Routes to Customers
In today's rapidly changing business environment,
strong influence of globalization and information
technologies drives practitioners and researchers of
modern supply chain management, who are
interested in applying different contemporary
management paradigms and approaches, to supply
chain process. This book intends to provide a guide to
researchers, graduate students and practitioners by
incorporating every aspect of management
paradigms into overall supply chain functions such as
procurement, warehousing, manufacturing,
transportation and disposal. More specifically, this
book aims to present recent approaches and ideas
including experiences and applications in the field of
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supply chains, which may give a reference point and
useful information for new research and to those
allied, affiliated with and peripheral to the field of
supply chains and its management.

Building Customer-brand Relationships
Printed on Demand. Limited stock is held for this title.
If you would like to order 30 copies or more please
contact books@worldbank.org Contact
books@worldbank.org, if currently unavailable.
Building Competitive Firms: Incentives and
Capabilities explains how firms become competitive in
language suitable for both technical and non-technical
readers. A simple analytical framework integrates
elements such as competition policy, corporate
governance, foreign direct investment, innovation
readiness, intellectual property rights, e-commerce
and supply chain management. These 'behind-theborder' elements are pivotal to shaping the
investment climate in any country and enhancing the
benefits of trade liberalization. Each of these themes
is discussed in detail with a focus on policy design
and international best practice in implementation.

Customer Loyalty and Supply Chain
Management
"Why have so many "e-commerce" companies failed
in the last few years? In many cases, it's the failure to
figure out how to extend the supply chain directly to
customers that keeps a company from succeeding.
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based order processing, companies can minimize
costs, customize their products, provide increased
service and convenience, and increase customer
loyalty--all leading to a more robust bottom line.
Extending the Supply Chain examines in-depth some
of the most high-profile practitioners of telephone and
Internet-based order processing and fulfillment. The
authors bring you detailed looks at: Amazon, Dell, and
FreshDirect, which use the decoupled extended
supply chain model to take custom-assembled or
custom-packaged orders from an assembly plant or
distribution center to the delivery destination using
third-party delivery specialists like FedEx and UPS.
The semi-extended supply chain model used at
companies like Lowes Foods and Best Buy involves
processing orders over the Internet or phone and
packing the customer's order at their chosen local
retail outlet for pick-up at the customer's
convenience. This strategy is often the most
economical for brick-and-mortar retailers, since it
primarily involves the use of existing physical assets
and personnel. The fully extended supply chain is
more cost-intensive, but may be the most customercentric option. Orders are picked and packaged not at
central locations, but at local stores, then delivered to
the customer's home, improving on the old-fashioned
"delivery boy" that local grocers employed a century
ago. Online retailers such as Albertson's and Tesco
have developed a base of customers who will pay for
the convenience and level of service that are the
hallmarks of the fully extended model. The
centralized extended supply chain employs regional
distribution centers instead of local stores, but is still
able to provide more personalized delivery service
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(including pre-specified delivery times) than the
decoupled model. An in-depth study of Office Depot,
the third-largest online retailer (which has stores but
does most fulfillment of Internet orders through its
regional DCs) shows just how effective this model can
be when customers require elements of speed,
service, and cost control. Extending the Supply Chain
features dozens of clear examples, charts and graphs,
and practical tools to help you establish and maintain
a dynamic, customer-focused fulfillment operation,
and offers proactive strategies for seamlessly
integrating marketing and technology initiatives into
your supply chain strategy. Examine the four models,
and the authors' recommendations for adapting and
implementing each one, to determine which one will
help your supply chain stretch all the way to its only
acceptable destination--the home of a happy and
loyal customer."

Building Customer-Based Project
Organizations
Supply Chain Strategies: Customer Driven and
Customer Focused highlights the main challenges
facing organizations wanting to select, design and
implement successful supply chain strategies in an
increasingly global and competitive environment. The
text features discussion questions at the end of each
chapter to promote learning, and numerous industry
examples to ilustrate key concepts within chapters.
Each chapter discusses the issues in relation to
previous literature, contemporary practices and the
lesson to be learned from different industries where
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successful management of supply chains has
improved organizational and industry level
profitability. The text includes a number of industry
examples, thereby giving a wide-ranging approach to
the topic.

Use Cases
Customer-Anchored Supply Chains introduces oilfield
service executives to the twin concepts of customeranchored supply chains and customer-applications as
important concepts for setting supply-chain strategy
to build sustainable competitive advantage. Written
for the executive responsible for leading the supply
chain organization, Customer-Anchored Supply Chains
presents leading practices for supply chain, proven in
many other industries, in straightforward terms,
showing the applicability to the oilfield service
industry. The Customer-Anchored Supply Chain: •
Takes ownership for the broad supply chain from its
suppliers’ suppliers to its customers’ customers. •
Segments its business by customer-application to
focus its efforts on providing the products and
services its customer’s value as captured in critical
success factors. • Sets its strategic goals to
simultaneously achieve supply-chain imperatives
(HS&E and quality), shareholder-driven goals, and
customer-anchoring goals. • Drives customer
requirements deep into the sales and operations
planning, manufacturing, and procurement processes.
• Implements supply-chain initiatives to tighten the
links in the supply chain value stream to deliver the
products and services the customer wants in short
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lead times, at the lowest cost and with less inventory.
• Delivers on the promise of building sustainable
competitive advantage.

Customer-Anchored Supply Chains
Introduction to Business covers the scope and
sequence of most introductory business courses. The
book provides detailed explanations in the context of
core themes such as customer satisfaction, ethics,
entrepreneurship, global business, and managing
change. Introduction to Business includes hundreds of
current business examples from a range of industries
and geographic locations, which feature a variety of
individuals. The outcome is a balanced approach to
the theory and application of business concepts, with
attention to the knowledge and skills necessary for
student success in this course and beyond.

Introduction to Business
Almost every advertising, promotion, or marketing
communications textbook is based on an inside-out
approach, focusing on what the marketer wants to
communicate to customers and prospects. This text
takes a different view - that the marketer and the
customer build the ongoing brand value together.
Rather than the marketer trying to 'sell', the role of
the marketer is to help customer buy. To do that, a
customer view is vital and customer insight is
essential. Customer insights allow the marketer to
understand which audiences are important for a
product, what delivery forms are appropriate, and
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what type of content is beneficial. "Building CustomerBrand Relationships" is themed around the four key
elements marketing communicators use in developing
programs - audiences, brands, delivery, and content but provides an innovative approach to marketing
communications in the 'push-pull' marketplace that
combines traditional outbound communications
(advertising, sales promotion, direct marketing, and
PR) with the inbound or 'pull' media of Internet,
mobile communications, social networks, and more.
Its 'customer-centric' media planning approach covers
media decision before dealing with creative
development, and emphasizes measurement and
accountability. The text's concepts have been used
successfully around the world, and can be adapted
and adjusted to any type of product or service.

Customer Service Supply Chain
Management
This is the complete executive's guide to driving
sustainable competitive advantage and mitigating risk
in today's complex supply networks. Two of the field's
leading consultants show senior managers how to
apply advanced strategic sourcing to significantly
improve your supply chain's efficiency, effectiveness,
and sustainability. Drawing on their cutting-edge
research, Yusen Xia and Walter L. Wallace help you go
beyond mere cost-cutting and contract management
to redesign and orchestrate your entire multi-tier
supply chain. Wallace and Xia present powerful case
studies and lessons from UPS, Coca-Cola, Home
Depot, Shaw Industries, and other pioneers. You'll
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learn how to: Bring together the multiple business
disciplines whose work impacts sourcing and
procurement Use strategic sourcing techniques to
create a more sustainable supply chain Integrate the
use of emission permits into your strategic sourcing
programs Manage procurement when the cost of raw
materials fluctuates widely Effectively utilize financial
hedging in strategic sourcing Deepen your
understanding of contemporary buyer-supplier
relationships Implement strategic lead-time
management Increase visibility as a way to become
more demand-driven Take advantage of recent
advances in e-sourcing and e-procurement More
effectively manage risk and uncertainty in your
supply network Make better outsourcing/insourcing
decisions in global supply chains If you're a senior
manager who wants to transform sourcing and
procurement into a key competitive differentiator, this
book will help you deliver the goods.

Supply Chain Transformation: Building
and Executing an Integrated Supply
Chain Strategy
Organizations in the construction industry struggle
with three key issues: quality management or better
meeting customer expectations, supply chain
management or more effectively working with
suppliers to provide a seamless service to customers,
and knowledge management, the challenge of
learning between collaborating organisations and
between people working on similar projects around
the world. Excellence in these key aspects of business
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is the hallmark of great companies. This book tackles
each of these themes, demonstrating their
significance as strategic concepts for the construction
sector and illustrating how development goals in each
of the areas can be met. To be successful Total
Quality has to impact on the organisation’s
Performance, which should be measured on a
“balanced scorecard”, including the results from the
customer. This can be achieved through good
Planning and improvements in Processes through
involvement of the People. These 4Ps combine with
the 4Cs – Customer, Culture, Communication and
Commitment to provide a model for implementing
total quality into construction. The book brings
together, within this consistent theoretical framework,
international case studies from all areas of the
construction industry. These include examples as
diverse as quarrying, construction, design, real
estate, land development and regulatory agencies,
drawn from the UK, USA, Hong Kong, Singapore
Australia and Japan. Through these the authors
demonstrate how a total quality or business
excellence strategy can be applied in all activities in
the construction supply chain to achieve world-class
performance. Written by two of the world's leading
experts, in a logical and very practical style, Total
Quality in the Construction Supply Chain offers
students and others new to the subject a clearly
structured introduction to the concept of quality in the
industry, while offering help and guidance to the most
experienced professionals. The book should also
appeal to people from all areas of the building and
construction sector in any country.
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Building a Chain of Customers
This work presents a comprehensive model of supply
chain management. Experienced executives from 20
companies clearly define supply chain management,
identifying those factors that contribute to its
effective implementation. They provide practical
guidelines on how companies can manage supply
chains, addressing the role of all the traditional
business functions in supply chain management and
suggest how the adoption of a supply chain
management approach can affect business strategy
and corporate performance.

Making Supply Chain Management Work
Many business-to-business (B2B) managers think that
customers act rationally and base decisions mostly on
price, customer loyalty isn’t considered. Companies
outsource various activities, which enable them to
improve efficiency, reduce costs, focus more on core
competencies and improve their innovation
capabilities. Supply Chain Management synchronizes
the efforts of all parties—particularly suppliers,
manufacturers, retailers, dealers,
customers—involved in achieving customer’s needs.
Despite much research, the relationship between
customer loyalty and the supply chain strategy
remains insufficiently explored and understood by
practitioners and academics, while the theme has
been extensively developed within marketing
literature. Customer Loyalty and Supply Chain
Management is the result of years of work by the
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authors on different projects concerning the
overlapping areas of supply chains, logistics and
marketing, drawing a connection between the
literature to provide a holistic picture of the customer
loyalty framework. Emphasis is given to the B2B
context, where recent research has provided some
clues to support the fact that investment in
operations, new technologies and organizational
strategy have had a significant role in understanding
B2B loyalty, particularly in the context of global
supply chains. Moreover, the book provides a
modernized and predictive model of B2B loyalty,
showing a different methodological approach that
aims at capturing the complexity of the phenomenon.
This book will be a useful resource for professionals
and scholars from across the supply chain who are
interested in exploring the dimension of customer
loyalty in the challenging supplier and customer
context.

Competitive Advantage
Building Great Customer Experiences is by the fresh
and exciting team of Colin Shaw and John Ivens who
are being called the gurus of the Customer
Experience. It examines the new and emerging area
of the Customer Experience, exploring how it can be
used as a competitive weapon as well as a means of
reducing costs. Many business books look at new
companies and how they have become successful.
This book bases itself in the reality in which most
business people find themselves daily - working in
companies which have been established for some
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time and who are faced with legacy people, legacy
processes, legacy systems, legacy channels and an
existing culture. It focuses on how you can change an
existing organisation in order to build and deliver
Great Customer Experiences. The book captures the
thoughts and views of over 20 senior business leaders
on the Customer Experience, including: * Andrew
Rolfe, Chairman and Chief Executive, Pret A Manger *
Barry Herstein, Chief Marketing Officer, Financial
Times Group * Ian Mc Allister, Former Chairman &
Managing Director, Ford UK * Mike Ashton, Senior Vice
President of Marketing Worldwide, Hilton International
Hotels * David Mead, Chief Operating Officer, First
Direct * Robin Terrell, Managing Director,
Amazon.co.uk It explores why they now see the
customer experience as a sustainable differentiator.
With the use of compelling examples and cases the
authors show that Building Great Customer
Experiences is critical for all companies and
organisations.

Surviving Supply Chain Integration
Like the first edition, Competing in the Information
Age: Align in the Sand, Second Edition, synthesizes for
practicing managers the compelling, recent work in
this area, with themes that focus on the continuous
transformation in business, the adoption of
information intensive management practices, the
improvement of information processing, and the
alignment of business strategy and information
technology strategy. Information technology
management is now considered a core competency
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among managers. Rapid advancements in
technology, dynamic markets, and the changing
business environment have created increased
demand for professionals who can manage and
deliver information systems. Information systems
professionals, Chief Information Officers, Chief
Knowledge Officers, as well as CFOs and CEOs, are
required to lead and evolve information resources
while partnering with corporate management. This
book shows IT professionals how to help their
organizations achieve success through alignment and
deployment of business and IT strategies.

Emergent Strategies for E-Business
Processes, Services and Implications:
Advancing Corporate Frameworks
This book will help readers to better manage supply
chains in emerging economics. It addresses a host of
issues and challenges, from infrastructure constraints
and the logistics inefficiencies to contributing to the
social and environmental developments of emerging
economies. Innovative approaches are outlined and
illustrated with examples of real-world experiences by
progressive companies and thought leaders.

Competing in the Information Age
The managed flow of goods and information from raw
material to final sale also known as a "supply chain"
affects everything--from the U.S. gross domestic
product to where you can buy your jeans. The nature
of a company's supply chain has a significant effect
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on its success or failure--as in the success of Dell
Computer's make-to-order system and the failure of
General Motor's vertical integration during the 1998
United Auto Workers strike. Supply Chain Integration
looks at this crucial component of business at a time
when product design, manufacture, and delivery are
changing radically and globally. This book explores
the benefits of continuously improving the
relationship between the firm, its suppliers, and its
customers to ensure the highest added value. This
book identifies the state-of-the-art developments that
contribute to the success of vertical tiers of suppliers
and relates these developments to the capabilities
that small and medium-sized manufacturers must
have to be viable participants in this system.
Strategies for attaining these capabilities through
manufacturing extension centers and other technical
assistance providers at the national, state, and local
level are suggested. This book identifies action steps
for small and medium-sized manufacturers--the "seed
corn" of business start-up and development--to
improve supply chain management. The book
examines supply chain models from consultant firms,
universities, manufacturers, and associations. Topics
include the roles of suppliers and other supply chain
participants, the rise of outsourcing, the importance
of information management, the natural tension
between buyer and seller, sources of assistance to
small and medium-sized firms, and a host of other
issues. Supply Chain Integration will be of interest to
industry policymakers, economists, researchers,
business leaders, and forward-thinking executives.
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Building High-Performance Local
Governments
STREAMLINE OPERATIONS AND DELIVER MORE VALUE
THAN EVER WITH A STRONG SUPPLY CHAIN
STRATEGY "Dittmann’s thoughtful approach and realworld examples make this book is an excellent
resource for anyone in the supply chain field, whether
a beginner or an executive seeking a better
framework for the existing supply chain strategy." -Dave Clark, Vice President, Global Customer
Fulfillment, Amazon "A practical approach for
developing and implementing breakthrough customerdriven integrated supply chain strategies designed to
generate best in class operating and financial
performance for any enterprise." -- Paul H. Trueax III,
Vice President, North America Customer Services and
Logistics, Colgate Palmolive "An effective supply chain
strategy can have a huge impact on all of the
stakeholders of the organization. This book lays out
nine clear and concise steps that are very helpful as
your company starts this critical process." -- Bill
Hutchinson, Vice President, Global Supply Chain and
Fulfillment, Dell "Dittmann's book lays out a customerdriven, case-derived nine-step method for creating
and implementing a transformational supply chain
strategy. It is a must-read for any supply chain
professional developing or refreshing a supply chain
strategy." -- Reuben Slone, Senior Vice President,
Supply Chain, Walgreens

Modeling of Responsive Supply Chain
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Richard Schonberger, in his fourth and most
important book yet, introduces a powerful new
concept: that the many links between and within the
four main business functions -- design, operations,
accounting, and marketing -- form a continuous
"chain of customers" that extends to those who buy
the product or service. Everyone has a customer -the next department, office, shop, or person -- at the
hundreds of pioneering companies Schonberger has
studied throughout the world. Schonberger
demonstrates the universality of customer wants:
Both the next and final customers want ever better
quality, quicker response, greater flexibility, and
lower cost. This condition provides a common
strategy and calls for common methods to be used
across the organization. Every employee is a data
gatherer and analyst, unearthing more and better
ways to provide for these customers' wants -- before
the competition does so. As the new thinking and
methods permeate every comer of the firm, they
topple departmental walls and adjust gang-like mindsets and "them-versus-us" attitudes. Performance is
no longer measured by internal costs but by
improvement as seen by the next customer; direct
control of causes generally replaces after-the-fact
control of costs. Design is brought out of isolation.
Finally, with the rest of the firm reoriented toward
customer service, marketing escapes from a
"negative" mode -- covering up for failures -- to a
positive one -- crowing about the firm's competence
and ability to improve. With the close attention to
detail for which he has become famous, Schonberger
constructs a blueprint for unifying corporate
functions, brilliantly describing the new microcosms
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that will make up the company of the 1990s -focused teams of multi-skilled, involved employees
arranged according to the way the work flows or the
service is provided -- that compose the chain of
customers. Aetna, for example, is organizing
customer-focused teams that cut across underwriting
and the administrative functions. At Hewlett-Packard,
teams of marketing, manufacturing, and R&D people
have already gone through several iterations of
"activity-based costing", which provides product
designers with previously unavailable data for shaving
costs throughout product life cycles. And at Du Pont,
even production people on the factory floor are
involved in assessing competitors' product quality and
probable costs and methods. Through these and
hundreds of other real company examples,
Schonberger shows how the customer-driven chain of
action leads directly to the kinds of bottom-line
performance that have been so elusive to executives
who manage at a distance "by the numbers" -namely, higher profits, greater security, and gains in
market share at the expense of the laggard
competion.

Extending the Supply Chain
This text presents material on next-generation
thinking about the management of the supply chain.
Based on the strategic alignment model, it shows how
external market dynamics, the firm's strategic
response and internal capability must be aligned to
give competitive advantage.
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Building Great Customer Experiences
DRIVE MORE VALUE FROM YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN BY
IMPROVING THE WAY YOU MANAGE CUSTOMER
SERVICE Optimize linked interactions across your
entire customer service environment Implement
customer-centric strategies, including customerbased supply chain segmentation and lifelong
customer logistics management Use the businessdriven customer service model to align customer
services management to business goals, and measure
your progress Customer Service Supply Chain
Management offers expert guidance for managing
your supply chain to deliver more innovative and
profitable customer experiences. Pioneering supply
chain management experts Alexandre Oliveira and
Anne Gimeno provide a comprehensive overview of
the topic, detailed descriptions of each high-value
approach, and modern applications and best practices
proven at leading companies worldwide.
Complementing theoretical texts, they offer deep
knowledge of how pioneering customer service
management techniques are actually applied in the
field. This book's content will be exceptionally helpful
to both practitioners and students in all areas of
supply chain management, customer service, and
marketing, including participants in leading
certification programs. To build a truly customercentric business, you must integrate, balance, and
optimize four sets of relationships: product, customer,
service, and process. By doing this, you empower
your business to deliver the high-profit solutions your
customers really want: personalized packages of
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products, services, support, education, and
consulting. Customer Service Supply Chain
Management offers a complete model and blueprint
for achieving these goals. Global supply chain
innovators Alexandre Oliveira and Anne Gimeno show
how to systematically address key issues ranging
from organizational structure, governance, and
strategy to day-to-day tactics and operations. Oliveira
and Gimeno help you assess where you stand now,
identify gaps and priorities, and move rapidly towards
greater effectiveness. They introduce realistic
examples, applications, and best practices: all
designed to help you translate theory into practice,
and practice into profits. USE CUSTOMER SERVICE
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT TO: GROW SALES
VOLUME: Increase market share Accelerate revenue
cycles Reduce lost sales Support marketing and sales
initiatives IMPROVE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE: Add
customer value Optimize cost to serve Deliver the
right service at the right cost GROW MARGINS:
Reduce cost of sales Improve asset management
Balance service levels and cost structures

Competing Through Supply Chain
Management
These ready-to-use tools are applicable to problem
solving, decision making, creativity and innovation,
quality, operations and service. Tools include: force
field analysis, process mapping, decision trees, cost
benefit snalysis, SWOT charts, evaluation matrix and
many more.
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Building Competitive Firms
Companies all over the world are utilizing supply
chain management to develop a competitive edge.
Rich in case studies, Charles Poirier's book takes
readers through a four-stage process to building an
effective supply chain.

Applications of Contemporary
Management Approaches in Supply
Chains
Author of the bestselling text Supply Chain
Management, John T. Mentzer's companion book
Fundamentals of Supply Chain Management: Twelve
Drivers of Competitive Advantage has been
developed as a supplemental text for any course
dealing with strategy and supply chains. Written in an
entertaining, accessible style, Mentzer identifies
twelve drivers of competitive advantage as clear
strategic points managers can use in their companies.
Research from more than 400 books, articles, and
papers, as well as interviews with over fifty
executives in major global companies, inform these
twelve drivers. The roles of all of the traditional
business functions—marketing, sales, logistics,
information systems, finance, customer services, and
management—in supply chain management are also
addressed.

Fundamentals of Supply Chain
Management
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A guide to help readers meet the demands of an
evolving competitive business environment, Modeling
of Responsive Supply Chain outlines novel concepts
and strategies for implementing a fully integrated
system of business improvement methodologies. This
self-contained reference covers various key aspects of
supply chain management, which is crucial to
boosting industrial growth in the face of expanding
globalization in the manufacturing and transportation
sectors. The book focuses on topics that could
potentially improve the free flow of goods and
services between nations by helping users assess the
performance of logistic systems deployed to achieve
this end. Chapters present a conventional and
evolutionary approach to coordinating all elements of
the supply chain to optimize an enterprise’s
competitive advantage. The authors explore different
models associated with transportation, facility
location, and assignments, as well as planning and
scheduling. They also address diverse technologies,
such as RFID tags used to monitor product flow within
the supply chain network. This book addresses the
importance of: Recognizing responsiveness as a
metric of supply chain performance Domain interfaces
for solving the optimization problem by making
supply chains more responsive Coordination through
contracts to enhance responsiveness System
dynamics methodology to achieve responsiveness, as
well as management principles, control theory, and
computer simulation The use of different types of
technologies to build a better supply chain that
achieves higher responsiveness Few, if any, single
volumes provide the detailed explanation of practical
and conceptual approaches found in this book. It
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covers the entire spectrum of topics and will be
equally useful as a reference for scholars and
graduate students and as a compendium for
practitioners dealing with real-life problems in
contemporary supply chain management.

Dynamic Supply Chain Alignment
The growing power being exercised by today’s
consumer is causing significant paradigm shifts away
from traditional marketing. This is leading to a whole
new take on the structure and functioning of supply
chain management (SCM). It’s no longer so much
about improving the manufacturing process as it is
improving the point and speed of contact and the
continued interaction that you have with your
customer. The Intimate Supply Chain: Leveraging the
Supply Chain to Manage the Customer Experience
explores how SCM can assist companies to grow and
prosper in the new global economy. It focuses on
what the customer wants from the supply chain and
how organizations must restructure their outdated
business models to meet their customer’s needs.
Covering this dramatic shift in customer
management, David Ross, bestselling author and
recognized industry expert, demonstrates how to
design and maintain an efficient and up-to-date
delivery channel, showcasing the methods and
technologies needed to adapt to the evolving,
demand-driven market. Exceptionally practical in his
approach, Ross provides a new perspective that
requires a broader mindset about the structure and
functioning of SCM. He explains how effective
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management must start with the aim of getting
personal with customers in order to bring total value
to their shopping experience. Rather than concentrate
on a range of products, this work defines a roadmap
that will lead to increased empathy for your
customers so that you will be able to provide them
with unbeatable and readily recognizable value. When
properly traveled, you will discover that it is a
roadmap to increased profitability and market share.

Creating Customer Value Through
Strategic Marketing Planning
Any supply chain improvement project, even if well
conceived, has a good chance of failing, unless the
accompanying information technology enables the
design. Being prepared, understanding the risks and
how to reduce them, will give you the edge you need.
Combining a technology focus with practical advice,
Making Supply Chain Management Work: Desig

Supply Chain Management
The success of any project relies on the punctual,
accurate and cost-effective delivery of materials,
systems and facilities. Typically, a major project
involves several stakeholders working together with
controlled resources to deliver a completed project. It
has many suppliers, contractors and customers; it has
procurement and supply, demand planning and
scheduling; it often lasts several years and has long
lead times. Managing Project Supply Chains
demonstrates how customised supply chain
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management can be applied to project management,
ensuring project resources are delivered as required,
reducing delays and costs and promoting a successful
outcome.

Supply Chain Strategies: Customer
Driven and Customer Focused
Don’t permit your organization to be lulled into
complacency after recovering from a tough recession.
Explore what’s necessary to improve the performance
of your organization, including the development of
leaders at all levels who will use their full capabilities
to boost collective results. The High-Performance
Organization Model identifies the steps needed to
diagnose what will be required to achieve the
strategic outcomes you define as success. It shows
which levers will move the organization in the
direction you decide is critical. This book contains
more than just theory; here you’ll find case studies of
local governments—demonstrating how
Commonwealth Centers for High-Performance
Organizations’ (CCHPO) model has been applied in
the past to improve performance. You will learn how
employees emerged as leaders to identify and tackle
problems, developed the tools needed, and organized
their thoughts to work through solutions which could
be applied effectively without the traditional
bureaucratic hassle. These examples show how a
supportive, values-based work culture can be
cultivated to expand thinking power by increasing
discretionary effort from all levels of the organization.
Engaged employees can be leaders who refocus your
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services, improve your processes, save money, and
solve problems. Your organization can benefit from
the full range of talents, skills, and abilities that often
lie untapped, but become accessible through the
principles of the High-Performance Organization
model. This model will be an indispensable tool for
any person looking to make significant improvements
throughout their organization. The detailed case
studies and easy-to-follow model created by the
Commonwealth Center for High-Performance
Organizations make for a pleasantly informative guide
that will give a special advantage to readers who
implement their standards.

Handbook of Research on Enterprise
Systems
SCM is one of the hottest topics in manufacturing and
distribution, and like JIT and TQC it requires a
corporate commitment. This book provides both
fundamental principles of SCM as well as a set of
guidelines to assist in practical application of SCM. It
will be one of the first books on the market that deals
exclusively with SCM and its application. Readers in
the academic, management sciences, sales,
marketing and government environments will find this
book of particular interest.

Managing Project Supply Chains
Surveys show that 73% of workers are less motivated
than they used to be, and 84% could perform
significantly better if they wanted to. Perhaps most
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shocking of all, a full 50% of workers say they are
exerting only enough energy to hang on to their jobs!
This crisis needs radical treatment - and that's what
Dean R. Spitzer provides with his original, ideapacked strategies for boosting employee motivation
and performance. Instead of focusing on how
individual managers can motivate individual
employees, SuperMotivation shows you how to
"motivationally transform" an entire organization.
Based on the author's firsthand experience with a
variety of companies and thousands of interviews,
SuperMotivation takes a fresh approach to an age-old
dilemma. Each chapter is full of immediately
applicable techniques that any organization can use
to "maximize the bang for its motivational bucks."
You'll find hundreds of practical suggestions for
motivationally transforming jobs, teams, meetings,
suggestion systems, training, performance appraisals,
compensation, benefits, and much more.

Strategic Supply Chain Alignment
Building libraries on the bookstore model.
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